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SEYKA

Seyka is a tenacious and 
highly skilled marine of the 
Quen tribe chosen for their 
expedition across the Great 
Ocean.

Since a violent storm 
split the fleet in two and 
stranded Seyka's group 
among the deadly Burning 
Shores, she has gone above 
and beyond her duties to 
keep her people alive.

With much of her group 
now disappearing among 
the shores, including her 
beloved sister, Seyka will 
stop at nothing to find the 
lost Quen. But she'll need 
Aloy's help to do it.
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fACE

Seyka has a faint diagonal 
scar above the bridge of her 
nose, between her eyebrows. 
The only make-up she applies 
is dark eyeliner applied with a 
short wingtip.

Brown eyes



hEADPIECE rIGht

Seyka wears an embellished 
Focus taken from the body 
of a dead Diviner. 

This unthinkable breach 
of Quen custom shows 
the lengths to which she 
is willing to go to find her 
sister.

Her hair is held in a high 
ponytail by a hairband 
made from wool and 
machine parts, adorned with 
fish leather.
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Machine plates

Fish leather



hEADPIECE LEft

Machine parts

Braided wool 

Nacre shells

Coral & turquoise beads

Twisted wool 

Machine parts

Crochet wool



tOP

The base layer of Seyka's 
top is made from a mix of 
braided, crocheted, and 
twisted wool. Fish leather 
is used to create the bodice 
and collar. Her girdle is made 
of tough linen rope and held 
with a machine part.

Machine parts

Braided wool

Crochet wool

Twisted wool

Copper coin

Crochet wool

Fish leather

Braided wool



Arm LEft On her left arm, Seyka wears a bracer and pauldron comprised of machine 
parts and linen rope. The bracer also includes a fan of jagged sea coral.

Machine parts

Fish leather
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Linen ropes

Twisted wool cloth



On her right arm, Seyka wears a slightly larger pauldron, 
lower than on her left arm.Arm rIGht

Twisted wool cloth

Coral

Fish leather

Machine parts

Twisted wool cloth

Linen rope



ACCESSOrIES

Dyed suede

Dyed suede

Orange wool & 

green silk

Silk stitchings



CAPE Seyka wears a long cape with a split in the middle, similar to the 
shape of a forked fishtail.

Linen tassels

Woven wool

Fish leather

Machine parts

Coral

Silk
Crochet inner lining



SKIrt

Fish leather
Twisted wool cloth

Linen tassels

CoinsLinen ropes

Linen rope

Machine parts



bOOtS Beneath her skirt, Seyka wears pants made from linen. Her shins are 
protected by tasseled greaves made from machine parts and thick linen rope.

Machine plates

Linen rope

Linen pants

Linen tassels


